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To learn, the educator uses LMS to deliver online courses and teaching materials 
for students. To manage the course process, the system administrator in the LMS 
helps the educator to organize and manage his students, as well as the course himself, 
via a mobile device. In mobile learning practice, educators can create their own 
cloud-based LMS with the help of service providers on any existing LMS. The LMS 
can combine texts, videos, pictures, practical questions, tests, evaluations, and 
feedback. 
In his first step, the educator needs to create interactive learning content using an 
integrated web-authoring tool and know HTML5, which is supported on a variety of 
smartphones and tablets. It is then required to plan and post events on the site and 
allow student educators to register for events from a mobile device. That way, they 
can view calendar events or sort by data. 
The importance of LMS based on mobile communication is that in this modern 
world, it should be easy and convenient for educators to improve their skills. 
Education management is the ability to develop pedagogical strategies for students to 
achieve learning outcomes. The concept of education management was developed by 
Richard Smith of the University of Central Queensland (Australia) and is derived 
from architectural design (the artistic placement of resources for specific purposes) 
and presented as a design. Typically, a mobile-responsive LMS has the ability to 
create and present e-learning plans for educators, as well as monitor their teaching 
and learning process and offer an innovative approach to assessing their overall 
performance and required course completion. 
Educators can create new topics, add comments, and share documents on 
existing topics through multiple learning forums. The education management system 
can allow student educators to use interactive features, such as thematic discussions, 
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video conferencing, and discussion forums, to realize their potential. Discussions can 
enhance and improve the learning experience by giving the student the opportunity to 
share their experiences and insights with peers. Educators should view and manage 
the student's login account / profile and monitor what they access on the mobile 
portal. Educators can develop quizzes or teaching methods that include different 
types of questions to monitor each student’s teaching and learning activities. It is the 
responsibility of each student to receive feedback from educators. In this way, 
students and educators can use LMS in practical training in a simulated mode via 
mobile phone. There are many opportunities for students to improve their new 
teaching skills by receiving feedback from their classmates and educators. 
The features of the mobile learning management system are 2: synchronized 
online and mobile learning. Based on this, the following will be studied: 
In Synchronous Online Learning: With this feature of LMS, students can start, 
pause, and start and repeat the e-learning module on their desktop during a hands-on 
session. 
Mobile virtual classroom: students and educators can fully participate in one-
click slide viewing, HD video and audio teaching practice. 
Social Education: The student and educator can work with an online group to 
learn and track content using a mobile device. Students and educators can participate 
in discussions, ratings and comments, and contact experts in hands-on activities. 
My curriculum: Educators explain their teaching suggestions to students and 
help them continue their practical training. Supervisors also have mobile access to the 
“My Team” control panel, so they know who’s on purpose and who might need help, 
and they can send messages directly from their phones, arranging meetings. or they 
can even connect from their mobile phones by starting the meeting directly. 
Smart recommendations: Students and educators can analyze the 
recommendations of the Intelligent Mentor (or “TIM”) when needed during a hands-
on session. 
Local mobile apps are available on Apple and Android phones and tablets. 
The presence of an online mobile classroom facilitates hands-on training 
through mobile devices and provides security for both online and mobile access 
through a single LMS-based access. Teachers and students will be able to use text, 
audio and video materials, presentations in the LMS system again and again after the 
time allotted for the staff. For devices, automatic interruptions, remote shutdowns, 
and PINs are additional storage features. That is, students and teachers can change 
their logins and passwords at any time without the help of the system administrator. 
The LMS system serves teachers and students 24 hours a day, 7 days a week without 
errors. This allows students to work on themselves independently, to repeat learning 
materials they have not mastered, to think creatively, and thus to respect the 
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independent person's own opinion. As long as a person is able to think independently 
and apply it, good results can be expected from such students in the future. 
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